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Determine and set the 
qualifications of each 
person working for you

With their roles chosen, relevant documentation to support the worker’s qualifications 
and competencies can be uploaded for verification.

Upload Qualifications

Pegasus Workforce collects and 
verifies worker qualification, 
ensuring the competency and 
safety of everyone accessing your 
sites and projects.

The company selects site and project roles for each worker. Role selection determines the 
qualification documents (for example, trade licences) that must be uploaded, and the 
online and site inductions that must be completed (see Induction and Learning 

Select Worker Roles

Using company login details, a company administrator can enter and edit their worker 
details in the system, including their contact details.

Add Workers

How It Works



Order and pay for physical ID cards, or invite workers to the mobile app for access to 
sites and projects.

Manage Worker Access to Sites and Projects

Avetta collects identity data and verifies it against trusted data sources.

Identity checks may be completed if required

Identity Verification



Avetta validates all documents and worker data. Company administrators will be 
emailed to update information if required. Avetta assigns competencies to workers and 
approves their registration when all inductions have been completed

Qualifications Validated and Applied to Worker

The Worker Mobile App is where cardholders manage their own profiles, edit personal 
information, add work roles, update qualifications, and upload licences.

Worker Mobile App

About Avetta

About Avetta
The Avetta SaaS platform helps clients manage supply chain risk, and their suppliers, to 
become more qualified for jobs. For the hiring clients in our network, we o�er the world’s 
largest supply chain risk management network to manage supplier safety, sustainability, 
worker competency and performance. We perform contractor prequalification and worker 
competency management across major industries, all over the globe, including construction, 
energy, facilities, high tech, manufacturing, mining and telecom.

For suppliers in our network, our audit and verification services help lower their safety 
incidents rate by 29%. As a result, about 50% of members find additional job opportunities 
within the first year of joining. In addition, our suppliers receive privileged access to the Avetta 
Marketplace, where dozens of partners o�er special discounts for business services like 
insurance and work gear. Avetta serves more than 500 enterprise companies and over 125,000 
suppliers across 120+ countries.

Pegasus Workforce manages risk, increases productivity and 
controls compliance, keeping your workforce safe on site.


